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Relativistic corrections to order n to the Bethe sum rule have been obtained for a one-electron system
employing the Foldy-%outhuysen transformation. The results have wide applications in high-Z systems at
large momentum transfers.
It is we11 known that the quantity known as the general-
ized oscillator strength [f„(q)] first introduced into atomic
physics by Bethe' has important applications in photoeffect
and inelastic charged-particle-atom collision problems.
Conceptual generalizations of this can lead to applications in
other areas too, such as in the treatment of charged-particle
interactions with condensed phases in solid-state physics,
For an atom of charge Z making a transition from an initial
state 0) (usually the ground state) of energy Eo to a final
state n) of energy E„, f„(q) is defined as
2
$ (n $ r~o (E.—ro) = 3h Z
n j=l 2 rrl (2)
where g„ implies summation over both discrete and contin-
uum states. Furthermore, it is also well known that f„(q)
defined in Eq. (I) also satisfies a similar sum rule known as
the Bethe sum rule
f, tq) = (n X e '0) (r.„—ED)j=l
where q is the momentum transferred to the atom. In the
long-wavelength limit with the wavelength of the transferred
quanta much larger than the size of the atom, f„(q) reduces
back to the ordinary dipole oscillator strength which satisfies
the well-known Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn (TRK) sum rule
seen from Eqs. (2) and (3).' It is also interesting to note
that within this nonrelativistic limit, the interference terms,
arising from summing over the different pairs of electrons,
have no contribution to the final sum. 4 However, in many
situations, especially in those involving heavy atoms, the
relativistic nature of the atomic electrons plays a very im-
portant role in both the determination of the atomic proper-
ties and the analysis of scattering results therefore, a rela-
tivistic generalization of the sum rules, Eqs. (2) and (3), is
desirable. The attempt to generalize the TRK sum rule [Eq.
(2)] to relativistic cases has a long history' 'o starting from
the earliest work by Levinger, Rustgi, and Okamoto. It is
the purpose of this paper to present the relativistic generali-
zations of the Bethe sum rule [Eq. (3)] which is a much
more general result than the dipole (TRK) sum rule. In the
following, we shall first derive the re1ativistic sum assuming
completeness by employing the Dirac Hamiltonian and then
present a semirelativistic approach to order u'jc' following
the Foldy-%outhuysen scheme to exclude the contributions
from the negative-energy states, e shall limit ourselves to
one-electron systems as in the previous works quoted
above 6-[0
Consider a Dirac electron in a central field described by
the Hamiltonian
H = —tcf ts ' V +P rite + V ( r)
gf ( ) t2Zq~2 foal
Let the operator A be defined as
(5)
Note that both of the results (2) and (3) are known as non-
relativistic sum rules in the sense that the atom is assumed
to be described by nonrelativistic wave functions satisfying
the Schrodinger equation. Indeed, it is a remarkable fact
that within this description, both the dipole and the general-
ized oscillator strengths satisfy identical sum rules as can be
then the Bethe sum rule may be found from'
s= g l(nlrb lo) 12(z„—Eo) = (ol~'[H, &]lo)
where [, ] denotes the usual commutator. Equation (6)
holds as long as we assume that ln) forms a complete set
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of eigenfunctions for H. Hence, for a Dirac electron, the
sum 5 in Eq. (6) will include both the sets of positive- and
negative-energy states.
Since a and r commute, from Eqs. (4) and (5), we have
given by
4
aS= — Po[q4 —2q'&' —4(q V)' —«q'q V
8
[H, A] = cfa qe'o'
Substitute Eq. (7) into Eq. (6) and we obtain
(7) +4i(q vr)'7']Nod~
4p f(r)a rx q%'pdT (15)
5= ch (OIa qIO) =0 (8)
This result is consistent with the previous results obtained
by Levinger et al. and others. As before, the null result
for S is again due to the exact cancellation betw'een the con-
tributions from positive- and negative-energy states to the
sum. Ho~ever, this result is not useful for treating atomic
problems in general since, in such cases, only transitions
between positive-energy atomic states will be involved. In
the following, we shall attempt a semirelativistic treatment
to get rid of the negative-energy states and still maintain
completeness for the set of atomic states,
For a Dirac particle moving in a central field, a semirela-
tivistic description of the stationary states in the Foldy-
Wouthuysen (FW) representation" is given by the following
eigenvalue equation:
f
h2q, (r) = 1 — ~' yt,'(r),8m2c2 (16)
where pl%'(r) is the large component of the exact Dirac wave
function which can be written as'
Pg(r)=N'r& 'yf(r)X+ (17)
where Q$(r) is the ordinary Schrodinger wave function, N'
is the normalization constant, and X+ = ()) and X = (IP) are
the up and down spinors, respectively. y in Eq. (17) is de-
fined as
To calculate further, we have to know the ground-state
wave function of a hydrogenlike system described by the
Foldy-%outhuysen Hamiltonian HFw. This was first ob-
tained by Berestetskii and Landau" and is given by
HFW+FW ~+FW (9) [1 (Z~)2] li2
where
p2 p4
HFw= + eV-
2m 8m3c2
eh 1 QV
4m2c2 r Qr 8m2c2 (10)
s= (oIA'[H„„,A]Io), (12)
with A as in Eq. (5). Thus, from Eqs. (10) and (12), we
see that only the P4 term and the spin-orbit term contribute
to the correction to S. Employing
and the eigenfunction +Fw forms a complete set of two-
spinor wave functions. '~ The potential V in Eq. (10) for a
hydrogenlike system with a nuclear charge Ze is given by
Ze
r
To calculate the Bethe sum rule, we substitute Eq. (10) into
Eq. (6) and obtain
with 0 being the fine-structure constant. On substituting
Eqs. (16) and (17) into Eq. (15), it is not difficult to see
that the contribution from the spin-orbit term vanishes, and
hence, the only correction to S comes from the relativistic
correction to the kinetic energy of the electron. In the first
integral in Eq. (15), the two imaginary terms must vanish
since AS must be a real quantity. To show this explicitly,
we first note that Vp as given in Eqs. (16) and (17) is real,
and the term involving q q V vanishes as shown by
Bethe. ' The other imaginary term involving (q V)'7' can
also be sho~n to vanish by employing Green's theorem in
the form
[~p~'(e, ~p) —(e,~p) V'~p] d.
=II) ['Po'7(8i+o) —Bi'PoVqio] 'nda =0 . (19)
With these results, Eq. (15) finally reduces to
g45S = — qIp[q —2q r7 —4(q V) ]hodr, (20)
8m c
[p' A ] =&'e"'(q' —2iq '7)
one obtains
[P4 A ] g4eio ~ r[q4 2q2~2 4(q. P )2
—4iq'q V+4i(q vr)'7'] (13)
where Vp is given in Eq. (16). However, it is not difficult
to see that the term involving V' in Eq. (16), when substi-
tuted into Eq. (20), will yield results of order u'/c' which
we have been neglecting all through; therefore, we can sa'fe-
ly drop it, and our final normalized qip(r) takes the form'4
(r )p= W r~ 'e
[f(r)o L,A]= —f(r)e'o'a rxq (14)
For the correction due to the spin-orbit term, we have to
calculate with ' y+ li'2
% = 2& 'i2[mI (2y+ 1) ] (21)
~here
() eit 1 BV
4m c
Since Wp(r) is spherical symmetric, Eq. (23) can finally be
written as
Substituting Eqs. (13) and (14) into Eq. (12), we obtain the
relativistic correction to order u'/c2 to the Bethe sum rule
10q2
q — JI Op 7 Codd8m'c' (22)
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By making use of 'Po(r) in Eq. (21), we finally obtain
e4 4 10 q'Z2
8~3c2 3 a2 (24)
which is the same result if one had used the Schrodinger
wave function for 'Pc in Eq. (22) to do the calculation. For
systems with large nuclear charge, so that Zo. =1, the
result in Eq. (23) will differ appreciably from that of Eq.
(24). As an example„ let us consider a highly ionized lead
atom with Z =82, y =0.8. Equation (23) gives
AS=— ~4 10 Z'q4+ 1.67 q28mc 3 g
t i
(25)
Note also that in the long-wavelength limit, when q &( 1/a,
the result in Eq. (24) gives back the result for the relativis-
tic correction of the TRK sum rule obtained previously,
but Eq. (25) gives a result 1.67 times that of the previous
result.
h4 4 10 q2Z2 1+8m'c' 3 a' (2y —1)
t
For systems with small nuclear charge, Zo. && 1 and y = 1,
the result reduces to
Thus, in general, for a highly ionized one-electron system
such as those often found in space plasmas or in stellar inte-
riors, the relativistic corrections to the Bethe sum rule to or-
der v'/c' are given by the result obtained in Eq. (23). This
result should therefore be applicable to the analysis of ine-
lastic scattering data from such systems. Furthermore, since
the nonrelativisitic Bethe sum rule has been widely applied
in the theory of the stopping number and shell correction of
atomic It' electrons, " the result of Eq. (23) should be useful
in seeking relativistic corrections to the above theory due to
the relativistic nature of the E electrons for heavy target
elements. Finally, in order to generalize the result to the
case of a many-electron system, we must have the correct
semirelativistic Hamiltonian for the system and must face
the additional complications caused by those interference
terms from summing over different pairs of electrons. It is
possible that the effective Hamiltonians obtained by Such-
er' will be applicable in this case or, alternatively, one may
approach the problem by employing the field-theoretic tech-
nique. '7 The investigation of the relativistic correction of
the Bethe sum rule for many-electron systems will be left
for future investigation.
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